Further analysis of prey movement within flocks of varying size and density was undertaken. Fifty flocks were simulated for each combination of flock size and density, and the prey behaviour over the first 7.5 seconds (the average trial length during the experiment) was recorded and averaged. We calculated the curvature of the prey trajectory to understand if prey in larger flocks took more complex paths. Curvature was calculated with the following formula, where r is the position at time t, r' the velocity, r'' the acceleration:
In addition, in order to study whether the motion of prey differs between group sizes and densities, the mean and standard deviation of prey speed and linear acceleration was measured. We found that prey movement did vary by flock size and density (see Table 2 ).
To investigate whether these measures of prey movement, rather than group size or density per se, better predicted the patterns of targeting error and hunting time further analysis was undertaken.
Comparisons of the AIC values of independent Generalised linear models each using one prey movement measures to predict targeting error and hunting time, against those selected in the main analysis indicate that no prey movement measures predict targeting error or hunting time better than flock size or density (see table 1 ). This indicates that prey behaviour did not have greater influence on hunting time or targeting error than group size or density. However, the speed at which participant approached targets was better predicted by some prey movement measures than by group size. The average approach speed of the predator appears to have been influenced positively by increases in curvature and the variation in curvature of prey trajectory, as well as by variation in linear acceleration, and negatively by prey speed. Table 1 -AIC values for generalised linear models fitting targeting error, hunting time, and participant average approach speed, against each prey behavioural measure individually (with participant as a random factor). These values can be compared to the AIC value of the selected models from the original analysis. Values of AIC that are lower than those from selected models suggest that the prey behavioural measure had more influence than the factors in the selected statistical model. For targeting error, the selected model fitted error against flock density and a quadratic polynomial of flock size, with the two way interaction between these factors, and had AIC=1303.723. For hunting time, the selected model fitted hunting time against a quadratic polynomial of flock size, and had AIC=1353.875. For approach speed, the selected model fitted approach speed against a quadratic polynomial of flock size, and had AIC=-65.588. Values of AIC which are lower than those of the respective selected model from the original analysis are in bold. 
